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Abstract. Generating accurate descriptions for online fashion items is
important not only for enhancing customers’ shopping experiences, but
also for the increase of online sales. Besides the need of correctly present-
ing the attributes of items, the expressions in an enchanting style could
better attract customer interests. The goal of this work is to develop a
novel learning framework for accurate and expressive fashion captioning.
Different from popular work on image captioning, it is hard to identify
and describe the rich attributes of fashion items. We seed the description
of an item by first identifying its attributes, and introduce attribute-level
semantic (ALS) reward and sentence-level semantic (SLS) reward as
metrics to improve the quality of text descriptions. We further integrate
the training of our model with maximum likelihood estimation (MLE),
attribute embedding, and Reinforcement Learning (RL). To facilitate the
learning, we build a new FAshion CAptioning Dataset (FACAD), which
contains 993K images and 130K corresponding enchanting and diverse
descriptions. Experiments on FACAD demonstrate the effectiveness of
our model.1
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1 Introduction
Motivated by the quick global growth of the fashion industry, which is worth tril-
lions of dollars, extensive efforts have been devoted to fashion related research
over the last few years. Those research directions include clothing attribute pre-
diction and landmark detection [36,24], fashion recommendation [40], item re-
trieval [23,37], clothing parsing [7,14], and outfit recommendation [11,25,5].
Accurate and enchanting descriptions of clothes on shopping websites can
help customers without fashion knowledge to better understand the features
(attributes, style, functionality, benefits to buy, etc.) of the items and increase
online sales by enticing more customers. However, manually writing the descrip-
tions is a non-trivial and highly expensive task. Thus, the automatic generation
1 Code and data: https://github.com/xuewyang/Fashion_Captioning.
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of descriptions is in urgent need. Since there exist no studies on generating fash-
ion related descriptions, in this paper, we propose specific schemes on Fashion
Captioning. Our design is built upon our newly created FAshion CAptioning
Dataset (FACAD), the first fashion captioning dataset consisting of over 993K
images and 130K descriptions with massive attributes and categories. Compared
with general image captioning datasets (e.g. MS COCO [4]), the descriptions of
fashion items have three unique features (as can be seen from Fig. 1), which
makes the automatic generation of captions a challenging task. First, fashion
captioning needs to describe the fine-grained attributes of a single item, while
image captioning generally narrates the objects and their relations in the image
(e.g., a person in a dress). Second, the expressions to describe the clothes tend to
be long so as to present the rich attributes of fashion items. The average length
of captions in FACAD is 21 words while a sentence in the MS COCO caption
dataset contains 10.4 words in average. Third, FACAD has a more enchanting
expression style than MS COCO to arouse greater customer interests. Sentences
like “pearly”, “so-simple yet so-chic”, “retro flair” are more attractive than the
plain or “undecorated” MS COCO descriptions.
Fig. 1: An example for Fashion Captioning. The images are of different perspectives,
colors and scenarios (shop-street). Other information contained include a title, a de-
scription (caption) from a fashion expert, the color info and the meta info. Words in
color denotes the attributes used in sentence.
The image captioning problem has been widely studied and achieved great
progress in recent years. An encoder-decoder paradigm is generally followed
with a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to encode the input images
and a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) decoder to generate the descrip-
tions [39,18,17,15,2]. The encoder-decoder model is trained via maximum likeli-
hood estimation (MLE), which aims to maximize the likelihood of the next word
given the previous words. However, MLE-based methods will cause the model to
generate “unmatched” descriptions for the fashion items, where sentences can-
not precisely describe the attributes of items. This is due to two reasons. First,
MLE treats the attribute and non-attribute words equally. Attribute words are
not emphasized and directly optimized in the training process, however, they are
more important and should be considered as the key parts in the evaluation. Sec-
ond, MLE maximizes its objective word-by-word without considering the global
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semantic meaning of the sentence. This shortcoming may lead to generating a
caption that wrongly describes the category of the item.
To generate better descriptions for fashion items, we propose two semantic
rewards as the objective to optimize and train our model using Reinforcement
Learning (RL). Specifically, we propose an attribute-level semantic (ALS) re-
ward with an attribute-matching algorithm to measure the consistency level of
attributes between the generated sentences and ground-truth. By incorporating
the semantic metric of attributes into our objective, we increase the quality of
sentence generation from the semantic perspective. As a second procedure, we
propose a sentence-level semantic (SLS) reward to capture the semantic meaning
of the whole sentence. Given a text classifier pretrained on the sentence category
classification task, the high level features of the generated description, i.e., the
category feature, should stay the same as the ground-truth sentence. In this pa-
per, we use the output probability of the generated sentence as the groundtruth
category as the SLS reward. Since both ALS reward and SLS reward are non-
differentiable, we seek RL to optimize them.
In addition, to guarantee that the image features extracted from the CNN
encoder are meaningful and correct, we design a visual attribute predictor to
make sure that the predicted attributes match the ground-truth ones. Then
attributes extracted are used as the condition in the LSTM decoder to produce
the words of description. This work has three main contributions.
1. We build a large-scale fashion captioning dataset FACAD of over 993K im-
ages which are comprehensively annotated with categories, attributes and
descriptions. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first fashion captioning
dataset available. We expect that this dataset will greatly benefit the re-
search community, in not only developing various fashion related algorithms
and applications, but also helping visual language related studies.
2. We introduce two novel rewards (ALS and SLS) into the Reinforcement
Learning framework to capture the semantics at both the attribute level and
the sentence level to largely increase the accuracy of fashion captioning.
3. We introduce a visual attribute predictor to better capture the attributes
of the image. The generated description seeded on the attribute information
can more accurately describe the item.
2 Related Work
Fashion Studies Most of the fashion related studies [5,33,36,24,40,23,7] involve
images. For outfit recommendation, Cucurull et al. [5] used a graph convolutional
neural network to model the relations between items in a outfit set, while Vasileva
et al. [33] used a triplet-net to integrate the type information into the recommen-
dation. Wang et al. [36] used an attentive fashion grammar network for landmark
detection and clothing category classification. Yu et al. [40] introduced the aes-
thetic information, which is highly relevant with user preference, into clothing
recommending systems. Text information has also been exploited. Han et al. [11]
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used title features to regularize the image features learned. Similar techniques
were used in [33]. But no previous studies focus on fashion captioning.
Image Captioning Image captioning helps machine understand visual infor-
mation and express it in natural language, and has attracted increasingly in-
terests in computer vision. State-of-the-art approaches [39][17][15][2] mainly use
encoder-decoder frameworks with attention to generate captions for images. Xu
et al. [39] developed soft and hard attention mechanisms to focus on different re-
gions in the image when generating different words. Johnson et al. [17] proposed
a fully convolutional localization network to generate dense regions of interest
and use the generated regions to generate captions. Similarly, Anderson et al. [2]
and Ma et al. [26] used an object detector like Faster R-CNN [29] or Mask R-
CNN [12] to extract regions of interests over which an attention mechanism is
defined. Regardless of the methods used, image captioning generally describes
the contents based on the relative positions and relations of objects in an image.
Fashion Captioning, however, needs to describe the implicit attributes of the
item which cannot be easily localized by object detectors.
Recently, policy-gradient methods for Reinforcement Learning (RL) have
been utilized to train deep end-to-end systems directly on non-differentiable
metrics [38]. Commonly the output of the inference is applied to normalize the
rewards of RL. Ren et al. [30] introduced a decision-making framework utilizing
a policy network and a value network to collaboratively generate captions with
reward driven by visual-semantic embedding. Rennie et al. [31] used self-critical
sequence training for image captioning. The reward is provided using CIDEr [35]
metric. Gao et al. [8] extended [31] by running a n-step self-critical training. The
specific metrics used in RL approach are hard to generalize to other applications,
and optimizing specific metrics often impact other metrics severely. However, the
semantic rewards we introduce are general and effective in improving the quality
of caption generation.
3 The FAshion CAptioning Dataset
We introduce a new dataset - FAshion CAptioning Dataset (FACAD) - to study
captioning for fashion items. In this section, we will describe how FACAD is
built and what are its special properties.
3.1 Data Collection, Labeling and Pre-Processing
We mainly crawl fashion images with detailed information using Google Chrome,
which can be exploited for the fashion captioning task. Each clothing item has
on average 6 ∼ 7 images of various colors and poses. The resolution of the images
is 1560× 2392, much higher than other fashion datasets.
In order to better understand fashion items, we label them with rich cate-
gories and attributes. An example category of clothes can be “dress” or “T-shirt”,
while an attribute such as “pink” or “lace” provides some detailed information
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about a specific item. The list of the categories is generated by picking the last
word of the item titles. After manual selection and filtering, there are 472 to-
tal valuable categories left. We then merge similar categories and only keep ones
that contain over 200 items, resulting in 78 unique categories. Each item belongs
to only one category. The number of items contained by the top-20 categories
are shown in Fig. 2a.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: (a) Number of items in the top-20 categories. (b) Number of items in the top-30
attributes.
Since there are a large number of attributes and each image can have several
attributes, manual labeling is non-trivial. We utilize the title, description and
meta data to help label attributes for the items. Specifically, we first extract the
nouns and adjectives in the title using Stanford Parser [32], and then select a
noun or adjective as the attribute word if it also appears in the caption and meta
data. The total number of attributes we extracted is over 3000 and we only keep
those that appear in more than 10 items, resulting in a list of 990 attributes.
Each item owns approximately 7.3 attributes. We show the number of items that
are associated with the top-30 attributes in Fig.2b.
To have clean captions, we tokenize the descriptions using NLTK tokenizer2
and remove the non-alphanumeric words. We lowercase all caption words.
3.2 Comparison with other datasets
The statistics of our FACAD is shown in Table 1. Compared with other fashion
datasets such as [24,9,42,43,10], FACAD has two outstanding properties. First,
it is the biggest fashion datasets, with over 993K diverse fashion images of all
four seasons, ages (kids and adults), categories (clothing, shoes, bag, accessories,
etc.), angles of human body (front, back, side, etc.). Second, it is the first dataset
to tackle captioning problem for fashion items. 130K descriptions with average
length of 21 words was pre-processed for future researches.
Compared with MS COCO [4] image captioning dataset, FACAD is differ-
ent in three aspects. First, FACAD contains the fine-grained descriptions of at-
tributes of fashion-related items, while MS COCO narrates the objects and their
relations in general images. Second, FACAD has longer captions (21 words per
sentence on average) compared with 10.4 words per sentence of the MS COCO
2 https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html
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Table 1: Comparison of different datasets. ∗ Image sizes are approximate values. CAT:
category, AT: attribute, CAP: caption, FC: fashion captioning, IC: image captioning,
CLS: fashion classification, SEG: segmentation, RET: retrieval.
Datasets # img img size∗ # CAT # AT # CAP avg len style task
FACAD 993K 1560×2392 78 990 130K 21 enchanting FC
MS COCO [4] 123K 640×480 – – 616K 10.4 plain IC
VG [21] 108K 500×500 – – 5040K 5.7 plain IC
DFashion [24][9] 800K 700×1000 50 1000 – – – CLS
Moda [42] 55K – 13 – – – – SEG
Fashion AI [43] 357K 512×512 6 41 – – – CLS
Fashion IQ [10] 77K 300×400 3 1000 – – – RET
caption dataset, imposing more difficulty for text generation. Third, the expres-
sion style of FACAD is enchanting, while that of MS COCO is plain without
rich expressions. As illustrated in Fig. 1, words like pearly, so-simple yet so-chic,
retro flair are more attractive than the plain MS COCO descriptions, like “a
person in a dress”. This special enchanting style is important in better describ-
ing an item and attracting more customers, but also imposes another challenge
for building the caption models.
4 Respecting Semantics for Fashion Captioning
In this section, we first formulate the basic fashion captioning problem and its
general solution using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). We then propose
a set of strategies to increase the performance of fashion captions: 1) learning
specific fashion attributes from the image; 2) establishing attribute-level and
sentence-level semantic rewards so that the caption can be generated to be more
similar to the ground truth through Reinforcement Learning (RL); 3) alternative
training with MLE and RL to optimize the model.
4.1 Basic Problem Formulation
We define a dataset of image-sentence pairs as D = {(X,Y )}. Given an item
image X, the objective of Fashion Captioning is to generate a description Y =
{y1, . . . , yT } with a sequence of T words, yi ∈ V K being the i-th word, V K being
the vocabulary of K words. The beginning of each sentence is marked with a
special <BOS> token, and the end with an <EOS> token. We denote yi as
the embedding for word yi. To generate a caption, the objective of our model is
to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the correct caption using maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE):
LMLE = −
T∑
t=1
log p(yt|y1:t−1, X). (1)
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As shown in Fig. 3, we use an encoder-decoder architecture to achieve this
objective. The encoder is a pre-trained CNN, which takes an image as the input
and extracts B image features, X = {x1, . . . ,xB}. We dynamically re-weight the
input image features X with an attention matrix γ to focus on specific regions
of the image at each time step t [39], which results in a weighted image feature
xt =
∑B
i=1 γ
i
txi. The weighted image feature is then fed into a decoder which is a
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for sentence generation. The decoder
predicts one word at a time and controls the fluency of the generated sentence.
More specifically, when predicting the word at the t-th step, the decoder takes as
input the embedding of the generated word yt−1, the weighted image feature xt
and the previous hidden state ht−1. The initial memory state and hidden state
of the LSTM are initialized by an average of the image features fed through
two feed-forward networks fc and fh which are trained together with the whole
model: c0 = fc(
1
B
∑B
i=1 xi), h0 = fh(
1
B
∑B
i=1 xi). The decoder then outputs a
hidden state ht (Eq. 2) and applies a linear layer f and a softmax layer to get
the probability of the next word (Eq. 3):
ht = LSTM([yt−1;xt],ht−1) (2)
pθ(yt|y1:t−1,xt) = softmax(f(ht)) (3)
where [; ] denotes vector concatenation.
Fig. 3: The proposed model architecture and rewards.
4.2 Attribute Embedding
To make sure that the caption correctly describes the item attributes, we intro-
duce an attribute feature z into the model, which modifies Eq. 1 into:
LMLE = −
T∑
t=1
log p(yt|y1:t−1, z, X). (4)
This objective aims at seeding sentence generation with the attribute feature of
the image. To regularize the encoder to output attribute-correct features, we add
a visual attribute predictor to the encoder-decoder model. As each item in the
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FACAD has its attributes shown in the captions, the predictor can be trained
by solving the problem of multi-label classification. The trained model can be
applied to extract the attributes of an image to produce the caption.
Fig. 3 illustrates the attribute prediction network. We attach a feed-forward
(FF) network to the CNN feature extractor, and its output is fed into a sigmoid
layer to produce a probability vector and calculate multi-class multi-label loss.
We can then modify Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 to include the attribute embedding as:
ht = LSTM([yt−1;xt; z],ht−1) (5)
pθ(yt|y1:t−1,xt, z) = softmax(fh(ht)) (6)
where z is the attribute features before the output layer, [; ] denotes vector
concatenation.
4.3 Increasing the Accuracy of Captioning with Semantic Rewards
Simply training with MLE can force the model to generate most likely words in
the vocabulary, but not help decode the attributes that are crucial to the fashion
captioning. To solve this issue, we propose to exploit two semantic metrics to
increase the accuracy of fashion captioning: an attribute-level semantic reward to
encourage our model to generate a sentence with more attributes in the image,
and a sentence-level semantic reward to encourage the generated sentence to
more accurately describe the category of a fashion item. Because optimizing
the two rewards is a non-differentiable process, during the MLE training, we
supplement fashion captioning with a Reinforcement Learning (RL) process.
In the RL process, our encoder-decoder network with attribute predictor
can be viewed as an agent that interacts with an external environment (words
and image features) and takes the action to predict the next word. After each
action, the agent updates its internal state (cells and hidden states of the LSTM,
attention weights, etc). Upon generating the end-of-sequence (<EOS>) token,
the agent observes a reward r as a judgement of how good the overall decision
is. We have designed two levels of rewards, as defined below:
Attribute-Level Semantic (ALS) Reward We propose the use of attribute-
level semantic (ALS) reward to encourage our model to locally generate as many
correct attributes as possible in a caption. First, we need to represent an attribute
with a phrase. We denote a contiguous sequence of n words as an n-gram, and
we only consider n = 1, 2 since nearly all the attributes contain 1 or 2 words.
We call an n-gram that contains a correct attribute a tuple tn. That is, a tuple
tn in the generated sentence contains the attribute in the groundtruth sentence
and results in an attribute“Match”. We define the proportion of “Matching” for
attributes of n words in a generated sentence as: P (n) = Match(n)H(n) , where H(n)
is the total number of n-grams contained by a sentence generated. An n-gram
may or may not contain an attribute. For a generated sentence with M words,
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H(n) = M + 1− n. The total number of “Matches” is defined as:
Match(n) =
∑
tn
min(Cg(tn), Cr(tn)) (7)
where Cg(tn) is the number of times a tuple tn occurs in the generated sentence,
and Cr(tn) is the number of times the same tuple tn occurs in the groundtruth
caption. We use min() to make sure that the generated sentence does not contain
more repeated attributes than the groundtruth. We then define the ALS reward
as:
rALS = β{
2∏
n=1
P (n)} 1n (8)
where β is used to penalize short sentences which is defined as:
β = exp{min(0, l − L
l
)} (9)
where L is the length of the groundtruth and l is the length of the generated
sentence. When the generated sentence is much shorter than the groundtruth,
although the model can decode the correct attributes with a high reward, the
sentence may not be expressive with an enchanting style. We thus leverage a
penalization factor to discourage this.
Sentence-Level Semantic (SLS) Reward The use of attribute-level semantic
score can help generate a sentence with more correct attributes, which thus
increases the similarity of the generated sentence with the groundtruth one at
the local level. To further increase the similarity between the generated sentence
and groundtruth caption at the global level, we consider enforcing a generated
sentence to describe an item with the correct category. This design principle is
derived based on our observation that items of the same category share many
attributes, while those of different categories often have totally different sets of
attributes. Thus, a sentence generally contains more correct attributes if it can
describe an item with a correct category.
To achieve the goal, we pretrain a text category classifier pφ, which is a 3-layer
text CNN, using captions as data and their categories as labels (φ denotes the pa-
rameters of the classifier). Taking the generated sentence Y ′ = {y′1, . . . , y′T } as in-
puts, the text category classifier will output a probability distribution pφ(lY ′ |Y ′),
where lY ′ is the category label for Y
′. The sentence-level semantic reward is de-
fined as:
rSLS = pφ(lY ′ = c|Y ′) (10)
where c is the target category of the sentence.
Overall Semantic Rewards To encourage our model to improve both the
ALS reward and the SLS reward, we use an overall semantic reward which is a
weighted sum of the two:
r = α1rALS + α2rSLS (11)
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where α1 and α1 are two hyper-parameters.
Computing Gradient with REINFORCE The goal of RL training is to
minimize the negative expected reward:
Lr = −EY ′∼pθ [r(Y ′)] (12)
To compute the gradient ∇θLr(θ), we use the REINFORCE algorithm [38]
to calculate the expected gradient of a non-differentiable reward function. To
reduce the variance of the expected rewards, the gradient can be generalized by
incorporating a baseline b:
∇θLr(θ) = −EY ′∼pθ [(r(Y ′)− b)∇θ log pθ(Y ′)] (13)
In our experiments, the expected gradient is approximated using H samples
from pθ and the baseline is the average reward of all the H sampled sentences:
∇θLr(θ) ' − 1
H
H∑
j=1
[(rj(Y
′
j )− b)∇θ log pθ(Y ′j )] (14)
where b = 1H
∑H
j=1 r(Y
′
j ), Y
′
j ∼ pθ is the j-th sampled sentence from model pθ
and rj(Y
′
j ) is its corresponding reward.
4.4 Joint Training of MLE and RL
In practice, rather than starting RL training from a random policy model, we
warm-up our model using MLE and attribute embedding objective till converge.
We then integrate the pre-trained MLE, attribute embedding, and RL into one
model to retrain until it converges again, following the overall loss function:
L = LMLE + λ1Lr + λ2La (15)
with λ1 and λ2 being two hyper-parameters.
5 Experiments
5.1 Basic Setting
Dataset and Metrics We run all methods over FACAD. It contains 993K im-
ages and 130K descriptions, and we split the whole dataset, with approximately
794K image-description pairs for training, 99K for validation, and the remaining
100K for test. Images for the same item share the same description. The number
of images associated with one item varies, ranging from 2 to 12. As several images
in FACAD (e.g., clothes shown in different angles) share the same description,
instead of randomly splitting the dataset, we ensure that the images with the
same caption are contained in the same data split. We lowercase all sentences
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and discard non-alphanumeric characters. For words in the training set, we keep
the ones that appear at least 5 times, making a vocabulary of 15807 words.
For fair and thorough performance measure, we report results under the com-
monly used metrics for image captioning, including BLEU [27], METEOR [6],
ROUGEL [22], CIDEr [35], SPICE [1]. In addition, we compare the attributes in
the generated captions with those in the test set as ground truth to find the av-
erage precision rate for each attribute using mean average precision (mAP). To
evaluate whether the generated captions belong to the correct category, we report
the category prediction accuracy (ACC). We pre-train a 3-layer text CNN [19] as
the category classifier pφ, achieving a classification accuracy of 90% on testset.
Network Architecture As shown in Fig. 3, we use a ResNet-101 [13], pre-
trained on ImageNet to encode each image feature. Since there is a large domain
shift from ImageNet to FACAD, we fine tune the conv4 x and the conv5 x layers
to get better image features. The features output from the final convolutional
layer are used to further train over FACAD. We use LSTM [16] as our decoder.
The input node dimension and the hidden state dimension of LSTM are both
set to 512. The word embeddings of size 512 are uniformly initialized within
[−0.1, 0.1]. After testing with several combinations of the hyper-parameters, we
set the α1 = α2 = 1 to assign equal weights to both rewards, and λ1 = λ2 = 1
to balance MLE, attribute prediction and RL objectives during training. The
number of samplings in RL training is H = 5.
Training Details All the models are trained according to the following proce-
dure, unless otherwise specified. We initialize all models by training using MLE
objective with cross entropy loss with ADAM [20] optimizer at an initial learning
rate of 1×10−4. We anneal the learning rate by a factor of 0.9 every two epochs.
After the model training converges on the MLE objective, if RL training is fur-
ther needed in a method, we switch to MLE + RL training till another converge.
The overall process takes about 4 days on two NVIDIA 1080 Ti GPUs.
Baseline Methods To make fair comparisons, we take image captioning models
based both on MLE training and training with MLE+RL. For all the baselines,
we use their published codes to run the model, performing a hyperparameter
search based on the original author’s guidelines. We follow their own training
schemes to train the models.
MLE-based Methods. CNN-C[3] is a CNN-based image captioning model
which uses a masked convolutional decoder for sentence generation. SAT [39]
applies CNN-LSTM with attention, and we use its hard attention method.
BUTD [2] combines the bottom-up and the top-down attention, with the bottom-
up part containing a set of salient image regions, each is represented by a pooled
convolutional feature vector. LBPF [28] uses a look back (LB) approach to in-
troduce attention value from the previous time step into the current attention
generation and a predict forward (PF) approach to predict the next two words
in one time step. TRANS [15] proposes the use of geometric attention for image
objects based on Transformer [34].
MLE + RL based Methods. AC [41] uses actor-critic Reinforcement Learning
algorithm to directly optimize on CIDEr metric. Embed-RL [30] utilizes a “pol-
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icy” and a “value” network to jointly determine the next best word. SCST [31]
is a self-critical sequence training algorithm. SCNST [8] is a n-step self-critical
training algorithm extended from [31]. We use 1-2-2-step-maxpro variant which
achieved best performance in the paper.
5.2 Performance Evaluations
Results on Fashion Captioning Our Semantic Rewards guided Fashion Cap-
tioning (SRFC) model achieves the highest scores on all seven metrics. Specif-
ically, it provides 1.7, 1.4, 3.5, 7.4, 1.2, 0.054 and 0.042 points of improvement
over the best baseline SCNST on BLEU4, METEOR, ROUGEL, CIDEr, SPICE,
mAP and ACC respectively, demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed
model in providing fashion captions. The improvement mainly comes from 3
parts, attribute embedding training, ALS reward and SLS reward. To evaluate
how much contribution each part provides to the final results, we remove differ-
ent components from SRFC and see how the performance degrades. For SRFC
without attribute embedding, our model experiences the performance drops of
0.8, 0.6, 1.0, 3.0, 0.3, 0.011 and 0.021 points. After removing ALS, the perfor-
mance of SRFC drops 1.3, 0.8, 1.5, 4.6 and 0.6 points on the first five metrics. For
the same five metrics, the removing of SLS results in higher performance degra-
dation, which indicates that the global semantic reward plays a more important
role in ensuring accurate description generation. More interestingly, removing
ALS produces a larger drop in mAP, while removing SLS impacts more on ACC.
This means that ALS focuses more on producing correct attributes locally, while
SLS helps ensure the global semantic accuracy of the generated sentence. Re-
moving both ALS and SLS leads to a large decrease of the performance on all
metrics, which suggests that most of the improvement is gained by the proposed
two semantic rewards. Finally, with the removal of all three components, the
performance of our model is similar to that of the baselines without using any
proposed techniques. This demonstrates that all three components are necessary
to have a good performance on fashion captioning.
Results with Subjective Evaluation As fashion captioning is used for online
shopping systems, attracting customers is a very important goal. Automatically
evaluating the ability to attract customers is infeasible. Thus, we perform human
evaluation on the attraction of generated captions from different models. 5 hu-
man judges of different genders and age groups are presented with 200 samples
each. Among five participants, two are below 30, two are from 40 to 50 years
old, one is over 60. They all have online shopping experiences. Each sample con-
tains an image, 10 generated captions from all 10 models, with the sequence
randomly shuffled. Then they are asked to choose the most attractive caption
for each sample. To show the agreement rate, we calculate Fleiss’ kappa based on
our existing experimental results, with the rate is in the range of [0.6,0.8] indicat-
ing consistent agreement, while the range [0.4,0.6] showing moderate agreement.
The agreement rates for different models are SRFC (ours) (0.63), SCNST (0.61),
SCST (0.62), Embed-RL (0.54), AC (0.56), TRANS (0.52), LBPF (0.55), BUTD
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Table 2: Fashion captioning results - scores of different baseline models as well
as different variants of our proposed method. A: attribute embedding learning. We
highlight the best model in bold.
Model BLEU4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr SPICE mAP ACC
CNN-C [3] 18.7 18.3 37.8 97.5 16.9 0.133 0.430
SAT [39] 19.1 18.5 38.6 98.4 17.0 0.144 0.433
BUTD [2] 19.9 19.7 39.7 100.1 17.7 0.162 0.439
LBPF [28] 22.2 21.3 43.2 105.3 20.6 0.173 0.471
TRANS [15] 21.2 20.8 42.3 104.5 19.8 0.167 0.455
AC [41] 21.5 20.1 42.8 106.1 19.9 0.166 0.443
Embed-RL [30] 20.9 20.4 42.1 104.7 19.0 0.170 0.459
SCST [31] 22.0 21.2 42.9 106.2 20.5 0.184 0.467
SCNST [8] 22.5 21.8 43.7 107.4 20.7 0.186 0.470
SRFC 24.2 23.2 47.2 114.8 21.9 0.240 0.512
SRFC−A 23.4 22.6 46.2 111.8 21.6 0.239 0.491
SRFC−ALS 22.9 22.4 45.7 110.2 21.3 0.233 0.487
SRFC−SLS 22.6 22.2 45.3 109.7 21.1 0.234 0.463
SRFC−ALS−SLS 20.2 19.9 41.5 102.1 18.1 0.178 0.448
SRFC−A−ALS−SLS 19.9 18.7 38.2 98.5 17.1 0.146 0.434
Table 3: Human evaluation on captioning attraction. We highlight the best
model in bold.
Model CNN-C SAT BUTD LBPF TRANS AC Embed-RL SCST SCNST SRFC
% best 7.7 7.9 8.1 10.0 8.8 8.4 8.5 10.2 10.7 19.7
(0.53), SAT (0.55), CNN-C (0.54). The results in Table 3 show that our model
produces the most attractive captioning.
Qualitative Results and Analysis Fig. 4 shows two qualitative results of our
model against SCNST and ground truth. In general, our model can generate
more reasonable descriptions compared with SCNST for the target image in the
middle column. In the first example, we can see that our model generates a
description with more details than SCNST, which only correctly predicted the
category and some attributes of the target item.
By providing two other items of the same category and their corresponding
captions, we have two interesting observations. First, our model generates de-
scriptions in two steps, it starts learning valuable expressions from similar items
(in the same category) based on attributes extracted, and then applies these
expressions to describe the target one. Taking the first item (top row of Fig.
4) as an example, our model first gets the correct attributes of the image, i.e.,
italian sport coat, wool, silk. Then it tries to complete a diverse description by
learning from the captions of those items with similar attributes. Specifically, it
uses a richly textured blend and handsome from the first item (left column) and
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framed with smart notched lapel (right column) from the second item to make a
new description for the target image. The second observation is that our model
can enrich description generation by focusing on the attributes identified even if
they are not presented in the groundtrue caption. Even though the notched lapel
is not described by the ground-truth caption, our model correctly discovers this
attribute and generates framed with smart notched lapel for it. This is because
that notched lapel is a frequently referred attribute for items of the category
coat, and this attribute appears in 11.4% descriptions. Similar phenomena can
be found for the second result. The capability of extracting the correct attributes
owes to the Attribute Embedding Learning and ALS modules. The SLS can help
our model generate diverse captions by referring to those from other items with
the same category and similar attributes.
Fig. 4: Two qualitative results of SRFC compared with the groundtruth and SCNST.
Two target items and their corresponding groundtruth are shown in the red dash-
dotted boxes in the middle column. The black dash-dotted boxes contain the captions
generated by our model and SCNST. Our model diversely learns different expressions
from the other items (on the first and third columns) to describe the target item.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel learning framework for fashion captioning and
create the first fashion captioning dataset FACAD. In light of describing fashion
items in a correct and expressive manner, we define two novel metrics ALS
and SLS, based on which we concurrently train our model with MLE, attribute
embedding and RL training. Since this is the first work on fashion captioning,
we apply the evaluation metrics commonly used in the general image captioning.
Further research is needed to develop better evaluation metrics.
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